Continued growth of generated sequencing data demands novel scalable approaches to its storage and transmission. It is also crucial that analyses can be run on data in its compressed form without having to fully reconstruct it. We propose a novel approach to compression of sequence alignment data, a well established data format that is used for a variety of tasks ranging from genome assembly to variant calling. Such alignment files may exceed the size of the original sequence by an order of magnitude, however, Referee, our tool implementing the approach, is able to compress alignment files to 1/10 of the original SAM file size and is twice as efficient as SAM's binary BAM variant. Referee is fast, highly parallelizable, and outperforms state of the art tools by an average of 8.1% while enabling a variety of sequence-related tasks that require only a partial decompression. Computations like depth of sequencing that involve seeking through all alignments take from 8 to 44 seconds for Referee as opposed to tens of minutes with samtools. Referee uses a lightweight streaming clustering algorithm to improve quality values compression and encodes sequence information very efficiently, with compression rates as low as 0.06 bits per base. Its modular structure allows one to omit extraneous alignment information from the download reducing sequencing data from many gigabytes to under a hundred megabytes.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing amounts of sequencing data being generated, the problem of storing, transmitting, and analyzing such data at scale becomes a bottleneck. Various compression methods designed for sequencing data can significantly reduce the size of data, alleviating the storage burden and making transmission times faster. De novo compression methods accept raw sequencing reads, FASTA, or FASTQ files as input and focus on ways to compress sequence [16, 11, 18] , quality values [1, 22, 9] , or both [20, 19] . Tools like SCALCE [19] and Mince [16] take the approach of grouping the reads based on their similarity allowing the downstream general-purpose compression tools to build better dictionary encodings. Rozov et al. [18] and recent work by Kingsford and Patro [11] use an available reference sequence to inform their compression algorithm without explicitly aligning reads to it. Quip [10] takes a step closer to reference-based approach by creating contigs based on the subset of data and encoding the rest of the reads relative to their lightweight assembly. De novo compression tools compress sequence down to 3-10% of its original size at reasonable speeds [3] , however, most tools require that the dataset is completely decompressed before it could be used for analysis.
A process of mapping reads to a known reference sequence is often a prerequisite for many downstream tasks like assembly [7] , expression estimation [21, 13] , or variant calling [4] , however, alignment files stored in a popular SAM format [14] occupy orders of magnitude more space than the original sequencing reads themselves. A commonly used approach is to convert SAM files to its block-compressed equivalent, BAM, offers a significant improvement in the used disk space while offering the same set of analyses at a low computational cost. Later approaches improve the compression ratio by sacrificing the ability to run analyses without full decompression [2, 10] , by turning to lossy compression, or by doing without certain sequence data [12, 6] . More recently, Hach et al. introduced a more efficient block-wise BAM/SAM compressor that allows for block-wise decompression while offering savings of up to 44% over BAM [8] .
We introduce Referee that makes global sequence analyses possible without ever fully reconstructing the alignments and further improves SAM compression rates by leveraging separability of data within alignments. Referee performs common tasks at speeds orders of magnitude faster than those for similar tasks within samtools package [14] and compresses data as fast as the existing alternatives. Referee operates by grouping related data and converting it into its more compact representation, then passing it down to a general-purpose dictionary coder like plzip for further compression. Referee can compress sequence data down to 0.06 bits per base (a 33x improvement over 2-bit encoding for the same data), its total compressed sizes can be as small as 1/10 of the original SAM file or up to 50% smaller than an equivalent BAM file. On average, Referee achieves an 8.1% improvement over the next best approach [8] . Referee reduces the size occupied by quality values by identifying highly similar quality vectors in a streaming fashion and encoding them separately from the rest of the qualities. Referee can compress a 13.5Gb SAM file to 1.5Gb in about 10 minutes (with 10 threads) and while using less than 2Gb of memory. It is highly parallelizable and can be made significantly faster by allowing it to use more threads and memory. When operating on sequencing data exclusively, Referee can process the same 13.5Gb file in under three minutes requiring <100Mb of disk space to losslessly represent aligned sequences, a two-to fourfold improvement over competing approaches. Global statistics like depth of coverage can be computed using these compressed sequence data alone and take 44 seconds for a 72Gb SAM file as opposed to 48 minutes when performed by samtools.
METHODS

Improving data homogeneity
Referee uses an idea of separable streams to both improve compression rates and to allow for efficient streamspecific computations on compressed data. Data pertaining to sequence, specifics of the alignments, read identifiers, and sequence qualities are all encoded separately. These data streams are structured in a flat, sequential manner (unlike hierarchical organization in Goby [2] ). Within each stream, we re-organize and transform the data for the purposes of minimizing the size of data and representing the data in a more homogenous fashion by remapping it into a smaller, more uniform domain. The data in each stream is organized into blocks that are then passed down to a general-purpose dictionary coder. The dictionary coder is then able to capture the exposed redundancy and to compress the preprocessed streams more efficiently. This strategy was previously shown to work well for de novo sequence compression [19, 16] . Additionally, we record the genomic coordinates corresponding to each block of data in a stand-alone lightweight index that provides random access to original data without reconstructing alignments fully. We use plzip for downstream compression since it is fast and highly parallelizable in addition to offering a slight compression improvement on most of our inputs. Below, we discuss specific operations applied to sequencing, numerical, and quality values data.
Estimating reference-based compression rates
Suppose a sequencing read r can be mapped to the reference sequence G (i.e. a genome) without errors. Then the only information needed to reconstruct the read is its mapping position within the reference and its length. Assuming uniform read length and given the reference length in bases, |G|, we would only need log 2 |G| bits to encode the mapping position. Given a collection of a N reads of length |r|, we can then compress the input N |r| bytes to N log 2 |G| /8 bytes, resulting in a compression ratio of log 2 |G| /(8|r|). For example, ten million human RNA-seq 100-bp long reads would occupy 10 7 × 100 = 10 9 bytes, or 953Mb on disk. We can compress these data down to around 10 7 × log 2 3 × 10 8 /8 bytes, or 33Mb, given a 300Mb transcriptome length and assuming that every read mapped without errors. This would be equivalent to spending just 0.29 bits on average to encode a single base, a sevenfold improvement over the classic 2-bit sequence encoding.
This theoretical argument could be extended to account for sequencing errors and variation. A single error can be recorded using a short binary code and its position relative to the beginning of the read. To encode a position, one would spend log 2 |r| bits of information. Similarly, we would spend log 2 |E| = 3 bits to encode an operation given the set of six edit operations E = {A, C, G, T, I, D} -four mismatches for individual nucleotides, an insertion, and a deletion. Altogether, a single error can be recorded using 3 + log 2 |r| bits of information. Assuming an error rate of at most 3 edits per read, we would spend at most 10 7 × 3 × ( log 2 |E| + log 2 |r| ) = 10 7 × 3 × 7 bits of information, or 35Mb, to encode errors in the above ten million reads -a 3.6% of the size of the original sequence.
In reality, our estimate of log 2 |G| bits per read is an upper bound on the amount of information needed to record the mapping positions, and Referee achieves better compression rates (especially for deep coverage RNA-seq experiments -see Table 3 ). When mapping positions are sorted, recording the intervals between pairs of consecutive positions (delta encoding) allows the reconstruction of all the positions exactly while representing the sequence in a smaller domain -therefore, requiring fewer bits per single position. In biological data, the sequencing depth may further aid in compression: for multiple reads mapping to the same position it is enough to save the position once and separately maintain the count of reads mapping there.
Practical sequence compression implementation
Referee separates sequence and mapping position information from the rest of the SAM data and represents it in a concise manner making it more amenable to efficient downstream compression. SAM format uses RNAME and POS columns to encode the mapping address and CIGAR and MD columns to encode the differences, if any, between the read and the reference sequence. Storing the original read sequence in SEQ column is, in fact, unnecessary when the mapping and all the differences between the reference and the read are known. Referee parses CIGAR and MD strings and merges the differences encoded within each string into a single list of edits. All POS belonging to a single reference sequence RNAME are organized into a sorted list of locations with reference sequences appearing in the same order as in the SAM file. The order in which Referee records merged edit lists matches the order in which the reads appear in the sorted SAM file which, in turn, is equivalent to the order in which references sequences and the list of mapping locations appear in Referee's format.
To efficiently encode information from RNAME and POS fields, all mapping locations for a single RNAME are organized into a single sorted list. To encode reads represented by the list of mapping locations, Referee spells out the reference sequence identifier, followed by the sorted list of locations. The list of mapping locations is a sequence of non-decreasing highly repetitive integers that naturally lend themselves to an efficient delta and run-length encoding (RLE) scheme. Taken together, a delta encoding and RLE transform a list of mapping locations d11, d12, . . . , d1q 1 , d21, . . . into a list of pairs (d1, q1), (d2, q2), . . . where di is the offset in bases from the previous mapping location and qi represents the number of reads mapping to that position in the reference. The list minimizes the volume of data sent to the downstream compressor thus decreasing Referee's memory usage and improving runtime. Additionally, such an approach to encoding offsets makes Referee robust to increasing sequencing depths and allows one to losslessly encode data from RNAME and POS columns in space on the order of 0.01% (0.1%) of the original SAM file size for RNA-seq data (whole-genome data respectively).
To efficiently encode all differences between the reference sequence and the read, Referee parses CIGAR and MD strings and merges edits represented by each string (alternatively, Referee can obtain mismatch locations by comparing read to the reference genome if MD string is not available). CIGAR strings are capable of encoding split junctions, clipped sequences, indels, and mismatches, although it is a common practice to omit mismatch information or encode it elsewhere. MD strings represent mismatch positions within the aligned part of the read. Taken together, the information in CIGAR and MD strings allows the read to be reconstructed exactly. Referee accounts for duplicate edits between the two strings, orders the list of merged edits by their position within the read, and delta-encodes the positions -in contrast to saving edited CIGAR strings as in [8] . A list of edits for a single alignment is then appended to the end of an edit stream and Referee writes a 1 to the end of a separate bit vector B. If the read aligned to the reference with no errors, no edit list is generated, Referee appends a 0 to the bit vector B, and proceeds to the next alignment.
Merging the edits and maintaining a bit vector B to differentiate exact alignments reduces amount of data passed down to the common-purpose compressor. A large percent of CIGAR strings encode edit data inefficiently: for example, a single insertion in the middle of a 32bp read would be represented as an 8 byte string 20M1I11M where 8 bits would suffice as discussed above. Likewise, a large proportion of MD strings spend additional space to encode mismatches, even in the case when the read and the reference are identical, and MD string is redundant. Lastly, a significant fraction of reads may match the reference exactly, in which case both edit strings are redundant and can be replaced by a single bit in B. Our experiments on test data show that maintaining a bit vector B to record exact alignments separately from the edit lists allows to compress edit data more efficiently than when maintaining separate edit strings for every read. B itself is highly amenable to compression: runs inexact alignments translate into series of identical bytes that are efficiently compressed by the run-length coders.
The order of 1's in B corresponds to the order in which edit lists appear in the edit stream making it easy to match an alignment to its edits when restoring the original sequences. Some biologically meaningful edits, e.g. single nucleotide polymorphisms, would have the same relative encoding from one alignment to another. Storing such edits in a single stream allows the downstream dictionary compressor to pick up on the similarities and to capitalize on such consistent edits.
However, the compression benefits due to such co-located edits would be minor. To estimate the savings from explicitly identifying consistent edits and encoding them via a modified contig as described in [8] , we first identified all bases that had at least one read with an edit in that location. We assumed that a base had to have over half of all reads aligning to it agree on a single edit for that edit to be beneficial for compression. For example, if a given position in the reference sequence has a 'C' and there are 100 reads aligned to it with 40 reads agreeing with the reference, 30 of the reads having an 'A' instead of a 'C', and the remaining 30 reads having a 'G', modifying the reference to contain an 'A' or a 'C' would result in 70 of the reads differing from the new reference sequence and only 30 reads matching it exactly. However, if the distribution of the read counts was such that only 10 reads were matching the original reference, 60 reads contained an 'A' and 30 reads contained a 'G', then modifying the reference to contain 'A' would result in 60 reads matching the reference and only 40 reads having an edit. We observe that across all tested datasets less than 10% of all loci that have mapping errors display a significant agreement, i.e. had a single edit repeated among > 50% of all reads mapped to the same locus.
Reads mapping to multiple loci
A single sequencing read might map to several locations in the reference sequence with reasonable accuracy, and every such mapping will appear as a separate alignment in the SAM file. By default, Referee will treat secondary alignments as independent of the primary alignment and encode them accordingly. Users can specify -discardSecondary flag to enable Referee to only retain primary alignments and unaligned reads.
Unaligned sequence
Referee compresses the unaligned sequences separately from the rest of the alignment data and stores unaligned reads along with their quality values and read identifiers in FASTQ format. Since read order does not matter for these reads, the reads are reordered lexicographically in batches as Referee accumulates them while compressing alignments. Before reordering the reads, each sequence is compared to its reverse complement. Referee chooses to keep the original sequence or its reverse complement based on which minimizer was lexicographically smaller. This operation reduces the space of substrings observed in the unaligned reads and aids in compression. A more sophisticated compression tool like Mince [16] can further reduce compressed size of the unaligned reads.
Quality values
We use three observations to compress quality vectors efficiently: the fact that quality values often get worse towards the end of the read [1] ; that a large percent of all quality vectors are mostly consistent (i.e. a single quality value dominates the vector); and that many vectors share a sufficiently long subsequence. We also observe that -at least for Illumina quality vectors -the prefix may also contain a sequence of low values that tend to be similar across many of the vectors. Additionally, we observe that for many datasets, several quality values are significantly more frequent than the others. For example, for a P. aeruginosa dataset, the top 6 quality values account for almost 80% of all characters observed in quality vectors (top 10 values for SRR445718). The distribution of these values within vectors follows a certain trend as well: for 64% of the quality vectors in P. aeruginosa, occurrences of a single value add up to more than 50% of the vector's length. It is not surprising, therefore, that many vectors have similar profiles and can be encoded relative to each other in an efficient way.
To identify groups of quality vectors that share a significant amount of information, we devised a streaming clustering algorithm that separates the incoming vectors into distinct classes that are then compressed separately. Every incoming quality vector must first pass a filter to determine whether it is likely that the vector will compress well. If the vector does not meet the criteria (see details below), it is placed into a general pile -a special cluster that contains vectors that were not assigned a cluster otherwise. Vectors that passed the QC stage are then trimmed to separate the core substring from the lower quality prefix and suffix. Referee then compares the core substring to the centroids of the existing clusters. If neither of the centroids is within distance 0.05 of the core substring, or if there are no clusters, Referee forms a new cluster with the core substring as its centroid. Otherwise, the core substring and its corresponding prefix and suffix are placed into the first cluster passing the similarity threshold. Referee maintains separate substreams within the cluster to store prefixes, suffixes, and core substrings of the vectors assigned to it. Referee applies a run-length encoding to each substream before passing these data to the downstream compressor.
We use the quality vector's weighted mode q * and the mode's frequency fq * to distinguish between the vectors that are likely to compress well and should proceed to the clustering stage and the vectors that will be placed into the general pile. To compute the weighted mode, we treat the quality vector vi as a collection of numerical values and define weighted mode as arg max q n(q)wq where n(q) is the number of q's occurrences in vector vi and weight wq is the ordinal value for q transposed so that all quality values fall within the [0; qmax] range. The weighted mode resolves ambiguities in favor of "better" quality values when several values occur with near equal frequency in vi. If the mode value is not frequent enough (≤ 25% of the vector's values), the variation in the vector makes it less likely to compress well, and we assign vi to the general pile.
For a vector that has a sufficiently frequent mode, we trim its prefix and the suffix to account for flanking low quality values. We retain both substrings to be able to fully reconstruct the vector, but only use the remaining core string when comparig vi to the clusters' centroids. The characters in vi are considered low quality until we observe the mode q * twice in a row. When such low quality prefixes and suffixes are separated from the rest of the quality vector and are stored separately, each substream -the prefixes, the core substrings, and the suffixes -compresses better.
We use D2 distance [15] to compute the similarity between vi's core substring and the candidate cluster's centroid. D2 captures substring similarity between two variable length strings and is lower if the two strings share most of their substrings. More specifically, D2 = s i ∈S (si1/|v1| − si2/|v2|) 2 where S is a union of all substrings of length k that occur in vectors v1 and v2, si1 (si2) represents the number of si's occurrences in v1 (v2). Using D2 metric to compare two quality vectors allows Referee to capture subsequence similarity without enforcing a specific order between matching parts of the vector. We find that using substrings of length 4 allows D2 to accurately capture similarity between quality vectors at a reasonable speed.
Referee runs a bootstrap stage on the first b = 200000 alignments to avoid forming too many clusters with a long tailed distribution of sizes. The size b of the bootstrap set is an input parameter and can be adjusted for different size datasets. Referee reviews the clusters formed at the bootstrap stage and only retains the clusters that contain at least 5% of the vectors seen so far. Quality vectors in the clusters smaller than 0.05b are merged with the vectors in the general pile maintaining their relative order. The remaining clusters formed during the bootstrap are used to separate all of the following vectors. Finally, we record the cluster membership for every incoming quality vector into a separate data stream ensuring that we can match quality vectors to their corresponding alignments during decompression.
Encoding numerical fields
SAM format contains a number of numerical fields that encode details such as whether or not read was reverse complements or the quality of the alignment assigned by the mapping tool. Even though the domain for these fields can be rather large (for example, PNEXT field can assume values in [0, 2 31 − 1]), in practice, there often are just a few frequent values that these fields assume. To exploit this fact, we make a mapping from the original domain to a new integer domain [0, f − 1] where f is the number of unique values a field assumes in a given input file. On average, this increases homogeneity between the numerical fields within a single alignment and across many consecutive alignments.
Random access for sequencing reads
Referee enables random access to data without having to decompress all of the streams: Referee compresses data block by block with each block being compressed independently of its predecessor. The blocks can each be reconstructed separately without any knowledge shared between the blocks. Referee creates a *.fai-like index for the blocks that keeps track of the genomic coordinates that span each block. lzlib format for the compressed data encodes information about the size of the blocks separately and makes seeking through the blocks easy given the format. The index only has to store a pair of coordinates for every block and an identifier for the type of stream the block corresponds to making such indices space-efficient and further amenable to delta encoding. The addition of such lightweight index makes decompression at random genomic coordinates possible: a functionality similar to viewing read pileups at random genomic locations (much like samtools view or IGV's visualization [17] ). To extract original reads within a given genomic range, Referee locates all data blocks overlapping the input genomic interval: using interval trees allows to do that in O(log m) times where m is the number of data blocks within a single stream. Overlapping blocks are then queued and are decompressed sequentially as Referee starts stitching data coming from separate streams. Users can decompress subsets of the original data without ever having to reconstruct the original alignments fully. Referee operates in a lossless manner and achieves better compression rates than state of the art tools in the area while remaining competitive in compression speeds and enabling random access to data without full decompression. We test Referee on a human and bacterial RNA-seq and human whole genome sequencing (WGS) data with varying number of alignments, depth of coverage, error rates, and read lengths ( Table 2) . We generated alignments for SRR445718 and SRR1294122 using STAR [5] , a fast multi-threaded mapper, with different error rate cutoffs (see later sections). The K562_cytosol_LID8465_TopHat_v2 and NA12878_S1 datasets are available from EMBL-EBI's ArrayExpress data repository, accession numbers ERX283488 and ERX237515 correspondingly; P. aeruginosa was available for download with DeeZ [8] . All alignment files were sorted and converted into SAM format using samtools [14] . Experiments were performed on a Dell PowerEdge T620 machine with 256Mb of RAM.
RESULTS
Referee achieves up to 10x compression on alignment data
Referee outperformed its competitors on all but one test cases, saving hundreds of megabytes in each case (Table 1) . Compared to the original plain text SAM format, Referee offers seven-to tenfold improvement in storage; or up to twofold improvement over its binary variant BAM. Our results show that Referee can effectively compress alignments from a wide range of depths of coverage: Referee achieves equally good performance on bacterial P. aeruginosa sequenced at an average depth of 687 and human RNAseq SRR445718 dataset with average depth of coverage of 32.
Referee performed significantly better than Deez on human RNA-seq data where alignments contained a significant number of splicing events and achieved a modest improvement for the bacterial RNA-seq alignments. Quip's performance paralleled that of Referee on two of the smaller human RNA-seq datasets, but Quip spent an additional gigabyte encoding alignments for the large K562 RNA-seq dataset. Referee had an additional 272Mb over Quip for the human whole genome sequencing dataset (NA12878_S1), however, it required 600Mb less than Deez to encode the same information.
Quality values contributed significantly to the size of the compressed data adding up to us much as 80% of the total compressed size. At the same time, data encoding sequence took no more than 5.6% across all datasets with read identifiers and unaligned reads contributing most significantly to the overall size after qualities.
Referee compresses sequence up to 33 times better than 2-bit encoding
Referee achieves significantly better compression rates for sequencing data within alignments over other competing methods (see Table 3 ), especially on datasets at high depth of coverage and low error rates. To compare Referee performance to other tools on only the aligned sequence, we replaced read identifiers, quality values, and non-essential fields with default values. We further modified Deez to produce additional debugging information on the size of each stream and ran Quip in a verbose mode. Since both tools could retain some information from other SAM file columns or build indices to allow for fast data access, we only report the sizes for compressed streams that were directly relatable to sequence and not the total size of the file on disk (seq for Quip and the sum of seq and edits for Deez, see Table 3 ). For Referee, we report a sum of stream sizes for alignment offsets, clipped prefixes and suffixes, and edits. Referee surpasses both Deez and Quip for every dataset leaving a considerable margin.
The Referee compression rates of bits spent to encode a single base vary from 0.06 to 0.24 -up to 33 times better than a straightforward 2-bit sequence encoding and up to 8 times better than the two competing methods. In section 2.2, we discussed how sequence compression quality can be related to read length and should be more effective on longer reads, however, our results show that other factors, like error rate and depth of coverage, can significantly affect the predicted performance (Table 3) . We observe that Referee and Deez scale up well with increasing depth of coverage (Figure 1(a) ) while Quip's rates drastically go up for the deep sequencing dataset P. aeruginosa. Referee achieves best performance for the two datasets with the highest coverage, K562 and P. aeruginosa, which can be explained by the Table 3 .
fact that these also happen to be the two datasets with the lowest error rates. Indeed, compression rates for Referee's and Quip start to decrease slowly as error rates increasethese two tools are more robust to changes in error rates than Deez for which compression rates quickly deteriorates at higher error rates (Figure 1(b) ).
Referee also compresses sequence more efficiently than CRAM [6] , the first work to consider reference-based sequence compression, for the same depths, error rates, and read lengths. CRAM estimates the bpb ratio to be between 0.175 and 0.20 for unpaired 100bp reads at 1% error rate and sequencing depth of 25. However, Referee achieves a ratio of 0.14bpb at a higher error rate and similar coverage. As error rates decrease, Referee compression rates improve and are comparable to the rates for 200 and 400 base long reads reported by CRAM (see Figure 2 in [6] ).
Clustering improves quality values compression
Although high variability of quality values makes them notoriously hard to compress, Referee's clustering scheme results in 13 to 17% reduction in compressed size for quality values over plzip without a significant increase in runtime or memory used. Across the tested datasets, Referee performs similarly or better than arithmetic coding (AC) schemes employed by Deez and Quip (see Table 4 ) while making partial decompression feasible. For quality vectors that get placed into clusters, the average compression rate lies between 6.2 and 10.9. Combined with a considerably lower compression ratio for the quality vectors placed in the generic pile, the overall compression rate for qualities varies between 3.33 and 4.22 on the tested datasets.
The number of quality clusters did not exceed four (including the generic pile) with the number of vectors assigned to non-generic clusters ranging from 31 to 67% over all datasets. For most datasets, two clusters formed consistently: a cluster of vectors consisting of mostly the highest quality value and a smaller cluster of vectors consisting almost entirely of the lowest quality value. For vectors in clusters, collections of core substrings compressed down to 1/3 − 1/4 of the original size. In general, quality vectors compressed better when separated into prefixes, cores, and suffixes as opposed to vectors that were not split, e.g. clusters for SRR1294122 before separation would compress at 5.6, 5.7, and 4.5 ratios, but with prefixes and suffixes compressed separately the compression rate over the three clusters increases to 6.3, 6.6, and 4.8 correspondingly. 
Operations on separate streams and random access
Separability of data streams in Referee allows for fieldspecific analyses that are order of magnitudes faster than comparable tasks done with, e.g. samtools [14] . A common task such as computing a dataset's sequencing depth involves going through all alignments recording number of reads aligned to any covered base. samtools depth takes about 19 minutes to compute depth for a modestly sized SRR445718 dataset and over 48 minutes for K562 while Referee accomplishes that same task in 8 and 44 seconds correspondingly. The difference is explained by the fact that samtools has to scan through all of alignment data, including data unrelated to depth calculation, while Referee accomplishes the same task by only having to go through compressed offsets (about 5% of the compressed data).
Likewise, Referee format allows one to quickly reconstruct aligned reads originally embedded in SAM file (an equivalent of samtools faidx command) without ever reconstructing the alignments fully. Users can specify a genomic region of interest, and Referee can reconstruct alignments from that genomic region without decompressing the whole dataset. The index that Referee constructs to enable partial decompression is lightweights: for example, to index all data blocks for NA12878, Referee uses 1.2Mb which can be further compressed down to 233Kb -a size negligible when compared to the size of the data itself.
Speed and memory demands
Referee is fast and only requires on the order of 1.5Gb of RAM to run making it usable on even smaller machines (see Table 5 ). Referee streams through the alignments in a sequential fashion only keeping intermediate information in memory before it is passed on to lzlib. Referee launches several threads that each invoke lzlib operations on a single block of data at a time making use of modern multithreading architectures. Referee will run faster if given more processing power, however, Referee can reach a saturation point where data blocks prepared by Referee are compressed at a faster rate than the new blocks are being produced. Referee could be run in a lossy manner in which only the essential information about sequence and alignment is recorded and information like read identifiers, flags, quality values, and optional SAM fields are not stored. Users can enable this mode by providing an optional "-seqOnly" parameter: Referee would encode offsets and edits for every alignment along with the unaligned reads. Alternatively, users can further restrict Referee to only encode primary alignments by using a "-discardSecondary" option. Since Referee has to look over less data, sequence only mode is much faster than the lossless operation: for example, the sequence in either of the three smallest RNA-seq datasets can be compressed in under 3 minutes.
Given the fact that modern mapping tools can generate alignments in the matter of minutes even for large files, the "-seqOnly" options make Referee a reasonable choice when the goal is to compress sequencing data. Indeed, an aligner like STAR [5] can process 11Gb human RNA-seq dataset (e.g. SRR1294122) in under five minutes generating alignments for 94.31% of all reads. Referee takes under three minutes to compress the resulting SAM file with "-seqOnly -discardSecondary" options encoding the aligned reads in 2.1% of their original size and the unaligned reads in 25% of their original size. Overall, this combined scheme encodes all of the 39.7 million reads in 3.3% of their original size requiring only eight minutes to do so. Considering Referee's consistently good performance at different error rates (Figure 1) , we suggest that for the purposes of sequence compression, it is reasonable to trade off the quality of alignments for the number of aligned reads.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
We present a novel approach for efficient compression and storage of the alignment information that enables certain computational analyses to be performed without ever having to decompress the data fully. Referee operates by separating related streams of data and encoding them individually achieving better compression rates for each stream. Referee is competitive in speed and performance to other state of the art tools that employ more complex compression schemes [8, 10] . We show that Referee can compress alignment data down to 1/10 th of its original SAM file size. When focusing on alignments that retain only sequence data (i.e. stripped of extraneous information like read identifiers), Referee can compress it in a lossless manner 2 to 9 times better than the competing methods (see Table 3 ). Referee's efficient encoding of mapping locations and sequence variation makes it robust to increasing error rates (Figure 1) . Coupled with the fact that modern alignment tools can successfully map millions of sequencing reads in minutes, Referee becomes an appealing choice in sequence compression, especially for the rapidly growing body of RNA-seq and WGS datasets for the model organisms for which wellannotated reference genomes are available.
Many analyses relying on the alignment information do not require original read identifiers or unaligned reads focusing instead on the sequence that aligned successfully. In such cases, being able to download only the data one needs may significantly reduce the download size. Referee separates data streams into distinct compressed files and only requires a subset of them to reconstruct the original SAM/BAM data. Read identifiers, quality values, optional SAM fields and all of the unaligned reads can be skipped; that means a reduction of download size by 84-93% (see Figure 2) .
Referee is written in C++ and is available on GitHub (https://github.com/Kingsford-Group/referee). Figure 2 : Quality values and read identifiers contribute significantly to the size of the compressed file, however, Referee does not rely on these data to reconstruct sequence alignments. Omitting the non-essential alignment data can reduce the size of the download by up to 93%.
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